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Abstract
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is an RNA retrovirus with great capacity for replication and mutation. It belongs
to lentiviruses, which are characterized in that the interval between the initial infection and the beginning of the main
symptoms is classified into two types: HIV-1 and HIV-2, which have 40-50% genetic homology and organization and
similar genomics. HIV-1 is the cause of the global Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) pandemic while HIV-2,
although it can also cause AIDS, is considered less pathogenic and less transmissible. Another differential characteristic
of HIV-1 is its great genetic variability, which is contributing to making it difficult to understand the mechanisms by
which the virus is capable of causing the acquired immune deficiency syndrome and which necessarily influences the
development of diagnostic tests and its possibilities of prevention, the development of effective treatments and vaccines,
or the appearance of resistance. We have designed a preventive vaccine in Silico aimed to protect against VIH-1 infection
and transmission. One aim of this is to better understand potential dormant repositories of outbreaks and potential spread
of those repositories, together with potential geogenic terrain factors. Here, we present miRNA-peptide fusion more
stable as an antiviral. Our analysis identified a miRNA-peptide with theoretical fusion value stability FS=80.75 Cruz, to
treat HIV-1, named LCR_2020_B0119. The vaccine candidate presents in Silico an inhibiting action against HIV-1 and
coronavirus (covid-19), making its use possible as a new double-action antiviral vaccine: anti-HIV-1 and anti-covid-19.

Keywords: HIV, RNA Retrovirus, HIV-1, Covid-19, Pandemic, miRNA-peptide, Fusion Value Stability (FS), Double-Action
Antiviral, Double Antiviral, Vaccine, LCR_2020_B0119.
Introduction
For many years the World Health Organization (WHO) has
developed a Special Program on Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV to reduce the disease, and several countries
have made progress towards eliminating mother-to-child
transmission, as well as engaging in different virus response
initiatives included in brother health and development
programs [1].
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HIV is an RNA retrovirus with great capacity for replication and
mutation. It belongs to lentiviruses, which are characterized in
that the interval between the initial infection and the beginning
of the main symptoms is classified into two types: HIV-1 and
HIV-2, which have 40-50% genetic homology and organization
and similar genomics. HIV-1 is the cause of the global AIDS
pandemic while HIV-2, although it can also cause AIDS, is
considered less pathogenic and less transmissible [2].
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Another differential characteristic of HIV-1 is its great genetic
variability, which is contributing to making it difficult to
understand the mechanisms by which the virus is capable of
causing the acquired immune deficiency syndrome and which
necessarily influences the development of diagnostic tests and
its possibilities of prevention, the development of effective
treatments and vaccines, or the appearance of resistance [3].
The latency of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1)
is clinically highlighted through the persistence of a residual
viral load in treated patients due to the reactivation of cellular
reservoirs. Through effective antiretroviral therapy it generally
leads to undetectable HIV-1 RNA in the plasma. However,
the virus persists in some cells of infected patients as various
forms of DNA, both integrated and non-integrated. [4,5].
HIV, like any other retrovirus, has a single-stranded RNA (ss)
genome that depends on a single enzyme, retrotrancriptase,
to convert its genomic RNA into DNA (provirus) that is later
integrated into the cellular genome [6,7].
According to the WHO, viral diseases continue to emerge
episodically and represent a serious issue to public health. In
the last twenty years, several viral epidemics such as the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV from 2002
to 2003, and H1N1 influenza in 2009, have been recorded).
In December 2019, a cluster of patients with pneumonia of
unknown cause was linked to a seafood wholesale market in
Wuhan, China. A previously unknown betacoronavirus was
identified through the use of unbiased sequencing in samples
from patients with pneumonia.
On January 10, 2020, the first 2019-ncov genome was
sequenced, followed by five subsequent viral genome sequences
[9]. The new coronavirus, formed a clade within the subgenus
Orthocoronavirinae, sarbecovirus subfamily. The first time
these cases were published they were classified as “pneumonia
of unknown etiology.” The Chinese Center for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and local CDCs organized an intensive
outbreak investigation program. The etiology of this illness is
now attributed to a novel virus belonging to the coronavirus
(CoV) family, COVID-19. Different from both MERS-CoV
and SARS-CoV, 2019-nCoV it is the seventh member of the
family of coronaviruses to infect humans [10]. The clinical
range of the disease, new diagnostics, prevention and treatment
strategies are in process of development [11].
Unfortunately, insufficient research leading up to purported
species-species viral transmission is alarming. We know they
are more frequently episodic, yet always assume a systemic
closed biology. This may be a faulty discipline assumption
since the increasing episodic nature of viral transmission bears
scrutiny on potential physiographic-climactic links. These in
turn are open to geogenic-geological connections with terrain
biology and ecology. The whole biological cycle of the virus
and host and the evolution of the epidemic, especially when the
epidemic will reach its peak is unknown. Terrain-controlled
genomic studies in soil geo-microbiology and invertebrate
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Medical Geology to higher species-species transmissions
studies are recommended. This may extend the viral genomic
phylogenic trees beyond the species-species barriers and
diversity of potential future impacts. Geologists do not consider
the possibility of spreading the disease by air, water, and earth.
The discipline of Medical Geology can translate this enigmatic
situation using its potential to understand the planet and human
health relationships [12, 13,14].
One aim of this is to better understand potential dormant
repositories of outbreaks and potential spread of those
repositories, together with potential geogenic terrain factors
and triggers. Integrated research in vaccine testing with such
‘wild type’ genomic diversity research is recommended to be
also open to viral Medical Geology studies, as a new discipline
[15,16].
A better wild-type viral genomics understanding leading up to
the current pandemics of HIV-1 and covid-19 is needed along
with research into potential dormant repositories of outbreaks
and the spread of those repositories, geogenic terrain factors
and triggers. This will help understand the episodic, recurring
and frequent nature of outbreaks and potential virulent and
contagious future outbreaks. Quantification of HIV-1/covid-19
DNA in blood samples is currently the most practical approach
to measure this residual infection. Quantitative real-time PCR
(qPCR) is the most common method used to quantify HIV1/covid-19 DNA, and many strategies have been developed
to measure the different forms of HIV-1 DNA. Various
“internal” PCR methods have been used in the literature
and standardization needs to have comparable results. Since
the development of an HIV-1/covid-19 vaccine has not
been accomplished and therefore remains a major challenge
for immunologists, the future direction towards effective
curative therapy for HIV-1/covid-19 infection will depend on
the development of strategies and original therapeutics that
consider latency, chronic replication and accessibility to the
tissue sanctuary [4,5].
Here we have identified a miRNA-peptide fusion: LCR_2020_
B0119 with fusion value stability FS=80.75 Cruz, as the
vaccine candidate that we propose to integrate in the research in
vaccine testing with ‘wild type’ genomic phylogenic evolution
studies as part of viral Medical Geology studies utilizing a
small part of the viral vaccine funding recommended. One aim
of this is to better understand potential dormant repositories of
outbreaks and potential spread of those repositories, together
with potential geogenic terrain factors and triggers [16,17,18 ].

Materials and Methods
Homology modelling has evolved into an important procedure
in structural biology, significantly contributing to narrowing
the gap between known protein sequences from a virus HIV-1
isolate BEC55 from USA nef protein (nef) gene and designed
protein in silico structures.
The antiviral proteins were designed as protein inhibitors using
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PARP-1 peptide in the fusion. The inhibition was due to protein-protein interactions. A cleavage site has been adjusted (DEVD)
in the peptide to induce the caspases 3 and 7 action, and thereby apoptosis in infected cells, while on the other hand, in cells not
infected apoptosis is not induced, and the synthesis of the miRNA will allow an antigen involved in production of antibodies
against the HIV-1 and covid-19. The miRNA 3’ and peptide N-terminus will both be modified for click chemistry conjugation
[19]. (Figure 1 below)

Figure 1 indicates fusion stability (FS) between primers of miRNA of HIV-1 and peptide (spacing arm (Poly Cys) and fused
molecules SARS-CoV-2 and PARP-1).

Gene targets:

Ontology enrichment analysis:
The primers used as miRNA target are represented in five different colors in the sequencing below.
>GU046585.1 HIV-1 isolate BEC55 from USA nef protein (nef) gene, complete cds
5`ATGGGTGGCAAATGGTCAAAATGTAGTGTA GTTGGATGGCCTGCTGTAAGGGAAAGAATGAAACGA
GCTGAGCCAGCAGCAGATGGGGTGG GAGCAGTATCTCGAGACCTGG AAAAACATGGAGCAATCACAAG
TAGCAATACAGTAGATACTAATGCTGCTTGTG CCTGGCTGGAAGCACAAGA GGAGGAGGAGGTGGGTT
TTCCAGTCAGACCTCAGGTACCTTT AAGACCAATGACTTATAAGGGAGCTCTAGAT
CTTAGCCACTTCTTAAAAGAAAAGGGGGGA CTGGAAGGGCTAATTTTCTCCC
AAAGAAGACAAGATATCCTTGATCTGTGG GTCTACAACACACAAGGTTACTTCCCTGATTGG
CAGAACTACACGCCAGGGCCAGGGATTAGATATCC ACTGACCTTTGGATGGTGCTTCAAGCTAGTACCAGTT
GAGCCAGAGAAGGTAGAAGAAGCCAATGAAG GAGAGAACAACAGCTTGTT ACACCCTATGAGCCAGCATGG
AATAGATGACCCGGAGAGAGAAGTGTT AGCGTGGAGGTTT GACAGCCGCCTAGCATTCCATCACAT
GGCCCGAGAGCTGCATCCGGAGTACTAC AAAAACTGCTGA3`
Code

cDNA (5`-3`)

miRNA (5`-3`)

Size (nt)

a

CTTAGCCACTTCTTAAAA
GAAAAGGGGGGA
ATGGGTGGC
AAATGGTCAAAATGTA
GTGTA
AAAAACATGG
AGCAATCACAA
AATAGATGA
CCCGGAGAGAGAA GTGTT
AAAAACTGCTGA

CUUAGCCACUUCUUAAAA
GAAAAGGGGGGA
AUGGGUGGCAAA
UGGUCAAAAUGUAGUGUA

30

AAAAACAUGG AGCAAUCACAA

21

AAUAGAUGA
CCCGGAGAGAGAAGUGUU
AAAAACUGCUGA

27

b

c
d
e

30

12

Table 1 shows in five different colors the codes assigned to the primers of cDNA and miRNA. The five sequences of miRNA were
utilized in the design of the vaccine against VHI-1 and covid-19.
All primers were validated for their stability after peptide fusion. Statistical analysis [20 ].
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miRNA Poly (A )+ PRIMER

Poly Cys + PEPTIDE

a

5`AAAAAAAAAA-CUUAGCCACUUCUU
AAAAGAAAAGGGGGGA
5`AAAAAAAAAA-AUGGGUGGCAAAUGG
UCAAAAUGUAGUGUA

-CCCCC— (spacing arm)
VNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVDGVDEVAKKKSK

5`AAAAAAAAAA-AAAAACAUGGAGCAAUCACAA
5`AAAAAAAAAA-AAUAGAUGACCCGGA
GAGAGAAGUGUU
5`AAAAAAAAAA-AAAAACUGCUGA

-CCCCC—(spacing arm)
VNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVDGVDEVAKKKSK
-CCCCC—(spacing arm)
VNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVDGVDEVAKKKSK

b

c
d

e

-CCCCC—(spacing arm)
VNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVDGVDEVAKKKSK

-CCCCC---(spacing arm)
VNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVDGVDEVAKKKSK

Tabla 2 shows the five primers of miRNA utilized as candidates for fusion with the peptide selected for the vaccine against VHI-1
and Covid-19. In this table the number of nitrogenous bases and the size of primer can be observed. Polyadenylation (number of
Adenines adjusted to the top 5` of the primer and the number of Cys adjusted to the peptide used as spacing arm between miRNA
and peptide).
The peptide utilized has been the following:
I.
Full peptide sequencing (34 amino acids included
spacing arm + peptide)

S Poly A

S PolyCys

---CCCCC---VNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVDGVDEVAKKKSK

MW miRNA

After cleavage of caspase 3/7

MW Peptide

I.1 https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi#alnHdr_
QHW06038
ORF1AB POLYPROTEIN [SEVERE ACUTE
RESPIRATORY SYNDROME CORONAVIRUS 2]

S Peptide

I.1.1 Peptide which corresponds to Avian Coronavirus
---CCCCC---VNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVD
I.2 https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi#alnHdr_
AAL02174
HUMAN PARP-1 (11 amino acids) Poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase, partial [Homo sapiens]
GVDEVAKKKSK
The mathematical formula utilized for estimating the stability
of the fusion between DNA and the selected peptide is:

FS=abcd, where:

S Poly A
a=
,
S Poly Cys
d=

b=

MW miRNA

MW Peptide

[2 ( A+ ß)+ 3(C + G) ]
,
X̄ ( pI 1 , pI 2 , ... , pI n )
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S Peptide
,
, c=
S miRNA

S miRNA

: Poly (A) size
: Poly Cys size
: miRNA Molecular Weight
: Peptide Molecular Weight
: Peptide size [aa]
: miRNA Size

ß= T if DNA or ß=U if RNA
pI: point Isoelectric
n: peptide size
This formula has been developed by Dr. Luis CRUZRODRIGUEZ and named Fusion Stability Curve (FS): CRUZRODRIGUEZ. Its unit of measurement has been named “Cruz”.
The ideal value for reference of FS is 100 Cruz, such that a
result of FS=64.28 Cruz is equivalent to a value of 64.28%
with respect to the ideal fusion between a DNA or RNA primer
and a peptide, as is the case in the fusion performed for the
study of candidate vaccines against covid-19 [21].

Results and Discussion
Bioinformatics identification of miRNAs
Prior to analysis, readings containing poly-N, with 5’ Cys
peptide fusion with a 3’ insert tag, containing PolyA (10 nt
of Alanine to all primers were added). The small miRNA was
clustered with a PARP-1 peptide with caspase site DEVD, and
the percentage of differential of Fusion Stability (FS) RNApeptide was calculated in “Cruz”. The mapped small miRNA
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readings were examined for the presence of known miRNAs using MiRBase20.0 (http://www.mirba se.org/). Based on this
analysis five vaccine candidates were identified (Figure 2 below).

Figure 2 shows the stability value of the fusion between the different miRNAs (a,b,c,d,e). The selected fusion is: (a.)
5’AAAAAAAAAA----CTCCTAGAACTAGCATTACAGATG---CCCCCVNCDTFCAGSTFISDEVDGVDEVAKKKSK has FS = 80.75 Cruz
The most representative fusion stability was 80.75 Cruz and was
named: ANTIVIRAL CHEMICAL CHIMERA FORMULA
“LCR_2020_B0119”: Antiviral chemical chimera formula:
against Human Immunodeficient Virus “type-1” Virus (HIV-1)
and Human coronavirus (covid-19).

doses.
The vaccine candidate LCR_2020_B0119 presents in Silico an
antiviral action against HIV-1 and the coronavirus covid-19,
making it possible to be used as a double action vaccine: antiHIV-1 and covid-19.

The miRNA-peptide fusion (a.) was identified as the highest
value FS = 80.75 Cruz, as the vaccine candidate that we
propose to integrate into research in vaccine tests with genomic
phylogen of ‘wild type’ evolution studies as part of viral
medical geology studies using a small part of the recommended
vaccine funding.
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